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Abstract Toward efficient resource utilization, we have been tackling a SDN-enabled flow control considering ap-
plication QoE. QoE helps us to handle application flows with the same basis even multiple different applications
coexist on network. In this study, we estimate QoE of video streaming application based on the statistical infor-
mation obtained from OpenFlow. The previous study showed that the packet loss rate is a key factor to estimate
QoE on video streaming application, and proposed QoE estimation method which corrected measurement errors
of OpenFlow. On the other hand, since the estimation accuracy of the previous method becomes worse in case of
packet losses happening, in this study, we propose an improved QoE estimation method for video streaming that
can distinguish between measurement errors and packet losses by exploiting the trend of occurrence in measurement
errors. Through experiments, we showed that our proposed method can provide an QoE estimation even under the
packet loss environments.
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QCIF:32 1000 k SD:0.5 9 M
(bps) HVGA:192 6000 k HD:0.5 30 M
5 30 fps 25 60 fps
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QoE = 1.05 + 3.85100QV
+QV (QV − 60)(100−QV )× 7.0× 10−6 (1)
QV = 100−QcodV −QtraV (2)
QcodV = A · eB·bp + C + (D · eE·bp + F ) + G (3)
bp = br · 10
6
r · fr (4)
QtraV = H · log(I · plc + 1) (5)
plc = J exp{K(L−M) · pl
M(N · plb + O) + pl} − J (6)
QV QoE 0 100 (1)
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3,250 4,500 SD(720×480) 60
4,500 6,250 HD(1280×720) 30
6,250 7,750 HD(1280×720) 60


















1 H.264 SD(720× 480)
30fps 2.5Mbps
1508 243
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